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Abstract: Theoretically based on public service logic (PSL), this paper explores the barriers and capabilities surrounding public sector value co-creation with private sector organizations in the context of digital transformation. Specifically, value co-creation efforts at a large public transport and rail infrastructure provider are examined from multiple perspectives using an exploratory case study approach. Based on qualitative interview data, six barriers that hinder value co-creation in public service ecosystems and five corresponding organizational capabilities required to overcome them are identified. The study contributes to the field of public management research by shedding light on the concept of value co-creation in public-private sector digitalization collaborations.
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1. Introduction

Cost and budgetary pressures, rising citizen expectations, social and environmental challenges, as well as digital transformation are phenomena driving innovation in the public sector (Andersson and Mattsson 2015; Kaul 1997; Lember 2018; Mulgan and Albury 2003; Pollitt and Hupe 2011; Scott-Kemmis 2009). Governments and public service organizations (PSOs) globally are under pressure to reform administrative structures and processes in order to improve organizational efficiency and public service objectives, such as economic, social welfare, and environmental sustainability outcomes.

Recently, many public administration scholars have declared New Public Management dead and gone (Drechsler 2005; Levy 2010; Lynn 1998), referring to the increasing evidence that the paradigm has failed to deliver on its promise to create a public sector that works better and costs less (Hood and Dixon 2015). Many researchers and practitioners have therefore sought new viable paths for the public sector (Torfing et al. 2016). Inspired by the private sector, in which companies have started the expansion of their service innovation and delivery activities across organizational boundaries, value co-creation is a concept of increasing interest to academics, policymakers, and practitioners in public administration (Vargo et al. 2015; Horne and Shirley 2009; OECD 2011).

In a value co-creation effort, the organization and its customers or service users and other relevant stakeholders engage in “a process of creative problem solving through which relevant and affected actors work across formal institutional boundaries to develop and implement innovative solutions to urgent problems” (Sørensen and Torfing 2018, p. 394). Thus, value co-creation implies the inclusion of various actors to utilize their knowledge, skills, and resources to improve the solution quality and create value that cannot be achieved without cooperation (Agger and Lund 2017; Vargo and Lusch 2016; Vargo et al. 2015). Hence, service providers and users are no longer on opposite sides but interact with each other for the development of new opportunities to create value (Galvagno and Dalli 2014; Moeller et al. 2013). Traditionally inward-looking structures are increasingly shifting...

In public management research, value co-creation, therefore, refers both to the collaboration of various actors to innovate services to solve a shared problem (Torfing et al. 2016) and to the process by which value is created for service users during and after the service delivery (Hardyman et al. 2019). Despite the substantial potential value co-creation offers for PSOs, particularly in utilizing external resources and competencies to bring digital innovation to the public sector, literature in the area is still in its infancy (Baptista et al. 2020). Given the very specific characteristics of the public sector, many indications suggest that research findings investigating value co-creation in private sector relationships are hardly applicable for the public sector.

Many knowledge gaps in the field, therefore, remain to be addressed through research. For instance, although scholars increasingly acknowledge that resource integration takes place in service ecosystems (Vargo and Akaka 2012; Vargo et al. 2008) involving not only PSOs and citizens but also different types of connected actors that co-create value (Skålén et al. 2015), studies drawing on the notion of the public service ecosystem and public service logic (PSL) are still scarce (Engen et al. 2020). Previous studies have focused predominantly on value co-creation with citizens, while collaboration with private sector organizations remains relatively neglected. In addition, public management literature lacks an understanding of the various barriers and obstacles that hamper value co-creation in practice. In a similar vein, the organizational capabilities and skills required for PSOs value co-creation are scarcely researched. Finally, despite growing interest in the potential of digital technologies to enhance value co-creation in public services, very little is known about their actual impact (Noveck 2015; Kornberger et al. 2017; Lember 2018; Meijer 2012). This is a significant research gap, as many digital services and platforms in public sector organizations are provided and developed jointly with private parties (European Commission 2018; OECD 2016).

Consequently, existing research provides only limited guidance for implementing co-creation in the public sector. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to enhance the understanding of the factors that hinder value co-creation in public service ecosystems and capabilities on the PSOs organizational level that help overcome them. The argumentation is based on the idea that PSL should also focus on co-creation in the triad between citizens, PSOs, and private sector organizations. In the authors’ opinions, the boundaries between the public service provider and user are merging in the context of digitalization efforts, such that projects in this area are characterized by the continuous collaboration of users, intermediaries, and stakeholders to innovate, develop, and operate the offering. This study works towards building an ecosystem perspective in public value co-creation by examining the interaction between PSO and private stakeholders. However, the study is limited to the perspective of the PSO, with the two interviews with private stakeholders used for validation purposes only.

To achieve these research aims, the following research questions were developed:

1. What barriers hinder the adoption of value co-creation with the private sector by PSOs?
2. Which organizational capabilities are required by PSOs to overcome these barriers?

To answer these questions, an exploratory case study approach was chosen, drawing on data from interviews held with mid- and senior-level roles within a large state-owned European public transport and rail infrastructure provider. The interview guideline consisted of questions derived from a systematic literature review and focused on numerous public service providers’ digital transformation projects, in which the interviewees engaged in during the last couple of years.

Based on this analysis, six barriers hindering value co-creation in public service ecosystems and five corresponding organizational capabilities required to overcome them were identified. The findings suggest that PSOs need to build up distinct organizational capabilities to overcome the various barriers that occur during co-creation efforts involving digital technologies. This study thereby deepens existing understandings of PSO initiated
co-creation efforts within the context of a complex public service ecosystem. Given the significance placed on digital transformation that was evidenced in the interviews, the findings are of value for public service providers aiming to progress such efforts.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature on value co-creation in the context of public management research and PSL. Section 3 describes the research method upon which this investigation of value co-creation barriers and capabilities is based, and Section 4 presents the study findings and discusses the results in relation to the existing research. Section 5 concludes the paper including implications for theory and practice. Finally, Section 6 identifies limitations and suggests avenues for further research.

2. Literature Review

In recent years, public management research has significantly progressed in its understanding of value and the questions of how and by whom value is created during public service production. Although the definition of public value and how it emerges through public service provision and interactions is complex and widely debated (Meynhardt 2009; Osborne and Strokosch 2013; Osborne et al. 2015; Osborne et al. 2016), public management literature increasingly recognizes that value is co-created by the interaction of multiple stakeholders (Vargo and Lusch 2004; Vargo and Lusch 2008; Sicilia et al. 2016). This contrasts with traditional theories and practices emphasizing the internal capacity of organizations to create value, characterized by solitary roles of decision-makers in public administration within a model of closed decision-making in the dyadic interaction process between two entities (Pollitt and Bouckaert 2004).

Although numerous attempts to conceptualize the “magic concept” of co-creation (Pollitt and Hupe 2011) in public service provision have been made (Vargo and Lusch 2004; Vargo and Lusch 2008; Grönroos 2011; Osborne et al. 2016) current research lacks a consistent theoretical definition (Brandsen et al. 2018). Often, two types of collaborative innovations with external stakeholders are distinguished in the literature: Co-production and co-creation (Agger and Lund 2017; Van Dijck et al. 2017; Torfing 2019). Despite the fact that both approaches seem to be related (Vargo and Lusch 2004) or even used interchangeably (Gebauer et al. 2010; Torfing et al. 2016), each concept has its own distinct, albeit linked, theoretical origin (Cluley and Radnor 2019) and characteristics reflective of prevalent thinking around public services at the time where the theories were forming (Dudau et al. 2019).

In addition to questions surrounding terminology and the interpretation of value in the public sector, scholars recently have focused on multi-actor settings in public service systems utilizing PSL (Grönroos and Voima 2013; Osborne et al. 2016; Osborne 2018). PSL focuses on the management of value co-creation to achieve effective public service design and delivery (Hardyman et al. 2015; Osborne et al. 2015; Osborne et al. 2016; Radnor et al. 2014). It also emphasizes that value is created and evaluated by the user throughout the direct interaction with the provider in the value creation process (Grönroos 2008; Grönroos 2011; Grönroos and Voima 2013; Osborne 2018). Despite the relative novelty of PSL, it is not an entirely new theory, rather it is rooted in the service-logic (SL) (Grönroos 2006), service-dominant logic (SDL) (Vargo and Lusch 2004), and public service-dominant logic (PSDL) (Osborne et al. 2013) perspectives that originated in service marketing research. In fact, PSL extends SL and SDL, respectively PSDL by incorporating the ecosystem service lens (Vargo and Lusch 2016; Trischler and Charles 2019; Dudau et al. 2019).

The service ecosystem perspective foregrounds the increasing complexity and dynamics of overlapping, multi-actor service systems in public value co-creation (Skålén et al. 2015; Vargo and Lusch 2016; Rossi and Tuurnas 2019; Dudau et al. 2019) and brings new insights into value co-creation by focusing on the importance of interdependencies, adaptation, and evolution (Beirão et al. 2017; Frow et al. 2014).

Recently, scholars focusing on multi-actor settings in public service systems have researched PSL by utilizing various perspectives and highlighting the necessity of suitable
organizational structures and sufficient infrastructure (Voorberg et al. 2014), organizational culture (Verschueren et al. 2012; Rossi and Tuurnas 2019), (inter-) organizational dynamics (Tuurnas et al. 2015), social systems (Skålén et al. 2015) or institutionalization (Vargo et al. 2015) in the value co-creation process. Unlike research in the service marketing domain, public management did not widely address the issue of how to add value in the public service domain from an ecosystem perspective (Petrescu 2019). While value co-creation processes in traditional government to citizen (G2C) relationships is well researched, little attention has been paid to PSOs collaborating with private organizations to co-create value.

A significant potential can be derived from such private sector partnerships (e.g., knowledge, skills, and resources), as well as a higher public sector innovation level and improved outcomes for citizens (Commonwealth of Australia 2009; Alves 2013; Agger and Lund 2017). Such successes are evidenced by numerous smart city and energy-efficiency projects co-funded by the European Union as examples of the prominent rise of the smart city paradigm in recent years. The EU has documented the best techniques and role model cases derived from EU-funded energy, mobility, and transport projects implemented, with notable recognition of the importance co-creation processes between government and partners in the context of digital technologies to success (European Commission 2017). However, empirical evidence of co-creation in such ecosystems in the context of digital transformation, as well as the effects of new technologies on co-creation is still scarce (Noveck 2015; Kornberger et al. 2017; Meijer 2012), and importantly, it must be recognized that co-creation does not lead to improvement as an inevitable outcome (Van Dijck et al. 2017). On the contrary, the literature identifies many initiatives of co-creation within the public services context that have failed (Chadwick 2011; Echeverri and Skålén 2011) and documents different barriers to public sector co-creation, although research investigating detailed reasons for failure is scarce. Baptista et al. (2020) categorize structural barriers, which relate to the external environment and limit the predisposition of the actors to engage in co-creation, as well as organizational and behavioral barriers. Different authors have particularly emphasized the specific obstacles that are relevant for PSOs, such as a resistant and risk-averse organizational culture (Tummers et al. 2015; Voorberg et al. 2014), and traditional, inward-looking organizational structures and procedures (Andrews and Brewer 2012; Voorberg et al. 2014), budgetary constraints (European Commission 2019), and the lack of technology or expertise (Lember et al. 2019). Often, the state and governance are reported as impacting co-creation initiatives (Tummers et al. 2015).

Although the literature recognizes that public sector organizations equipped with some capabilities are in a better position to successfully engage in co-creation (Baptista et al. 2020), less research attention has been paid to the actual portfolio of capabilities required to enact PSL logic and overcome the various barriers for adopting co-creation. Capabilities can be defined as the knowledge residing in the routines of an organization to integrate and coordinate its specific resources, skills, and competencies to perform various activities (Zollo and Winter 2002; Helfat and Peteraf 2003).

From the perspectives of the authors, a PSO undertaking value co-creation within PSL must build up a set of organizational capabilities that enable it to co-create value in service exchanges with co-creating partners from both the private or public sector, i.e., citizens, intermediaries, and suppliers. PSL orientation is interpreted as a co-creation capability, resulting from the PSO individuated, relational, and concerted interaction capabilities. Although the merits of capabilities for co-creation are found to be applicable within service marketing literature, the public management environment has not yet studied this topic intensively, although there is some research in the direction of relational capabilities (Klijn et al. 2012; Espino-Rodriguez and Rodriguez-Díazl 2008; Hartmann et al. 2010).

Overall, it is concluded that the existing literature in public management addresses the nature of value co-creation and related concepts but lacks an in-depth understanding of the barriers to adopting co-creation and the corresponding organizational capabilities required to overcome them. The research gap is particularly evident when examining this
topic from an ecosystem perspective including private sector actors and in the context of digital transformation.

3. Methodology

An exploratory case study approach is used to investigate the organizational capabilities required for public-private sector collaborations involving digital transformation, and the barriers and obstacles accompanying this process. The use of a case study serves to extend insights into complex and novel phenomena and is thereby conducive to the extension of existing theories (Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007). Digitization processes, digital technologies, and co-creation in the context of digitalization are novel and insufficiently studied phenomena in scientific research, as discussed earlier in the paper. Hence, this research broadens the view of the topic and supplements theory, thereby justifying the use of an exploratory case study approach.

This paper studies a state-owned European public transport and rail infrastructure provider’s engagements in numerous co-creation efforts with business partners in the private sector. An overview of the various organizations involved in the collaborations is shown below in Table 1.

Table 1. Overview of respondents’ backgrounds and list of data sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Main Products</th>
<th>Employees</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>Public Transport</td>
<td>2000–4000</td>
<td>a, b, c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>Public Transport</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>a, b, c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>Freight Transport</td>
<td>&gt;4000</td>
<td>a, c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>Freight Transport</td>
<td>2000–4000</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Epsilon</td>
<td>Freight Transport</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>a, b, c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Zeta</td>
<td>Freight Transport</td>
<td>&gt;4000</td>
<td>a, b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Eta</td>
<td>Public Transport</td>
<td>&lt;1000</td>
<td>a, c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Theta</td>
<td>Trains/Signaling</td>
<td>&gt;40,000</td>
<td>a, c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Iota</td>
<td>Rail Infrastructure</td>
<td>&gt;4000</td>
<td>a, c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Interviews; (b) internal documents; (c) publicly available resources, i.e., company website, investor reports, and presentations.

The decision to investigate individual collaboration efforts has been made based on the recommendation of Pettigrew (1990), who suggests the use of extreme positions in case studies. The selected methodology considers this recommendation in multiple ways: Firstly, the co-creation efforts were examined from the perspective of both the public transport and the rail infrastructure provider by holding interviews with both parties. Secondly, the inclusion of two interviewees from the private sector, whose organizations have worked with all the PSO interviewees, served as an important confirmation and validation of PSO interviewee responses. Lastly, the co-creation efforts in the sample are sourced from different entities of the rail transport company, with each holding varying interests due to their respective operational performance objectives. This approach and use of the dyadic perspective (Tuli et al. 2007) enable a holistic view of the co-creation effort to be formed.

A semi-structured format was deemed as a suitable approach to interview subject matter experts for the purpose of this study. The approach provides access to knowledge exclusive to the employees interviewed (Liebold and Trinczek 2009) and enables a structured data collection within the conceptual research framework, while also allowing room for complementary points of discussion.

The sample consists of 14 interviews conducted in this manner, in which project managers were questioned about their recently lead digitalization collaborations, as outlined in Table 2. The projects in question were relevant at both the organizational and individual business unit level, as well as to broader European rail operations. The interviewees were selected from the authors’ personal networks based on their extensive experience with public-private sector digitalization collaborations across a range of business areas. Conditions for interviewee selection included a minimum of 5 years working with service...
providers and partners in projects concerning digitalization and a maximum of 3 years working at the PSO in an attempt to minimize bias which may arise from long term tenure. Additionally, it was ensured that the sample comprised of interviewees in positions at similar levels of the organizational hierarchy.

Table 2. Overview of respondents, their functions, and case background.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Case description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>Project Leader Digital Platforms</td>
<td>Development and introduction of an IoT-platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>Kamela</td>
<td>Project Leader Digitalization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>Harry</td>
<td>Head of Digital Platforms</td>
<td>Development of an on-board digital service offering for passengers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>Eva</td>
<td>Head of IT-Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>Emily</td>
<td>Head of Data Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>Head of Vehicle Technology</td>
<td>Implementation of a condition monitoring solution for freight containers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>George</td>
<td>Head of Digital Infrastructure</td>
<td>Implementation of a predictive maintenance solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Epsilon</td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Project Leader European Research Project</td>
<td>A public research project on applications of digital technologies in freight transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Zeta</td>
<td>Kevin</td>
<td>Head of Digital Operations</td>
<td>Introduction of a data management and analytics platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Eta</td>
<td>Tom</td>
<td>Project Leader Digital Operations</td>
<td>Implementation of an urban railway automation system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Eta</td>
<td>Frank</td>
<td>Project Leader Sales Platform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Theta</td>
<td>Peter</td>
<td>Sales Expert</td>
<td>Introduction of a predictive maintenance solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Theta</td>
<td>Justin</td>
<td>Head of Partnerships</td>
<td>Introduction of asset management software for rail infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>Iota</td>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Head of Digital Infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 provides an overview of the interviewees, their functions, and the background of the cases discussed during the interviews. The interviews had a duration of 45 to 85 min and were conducted by telephone. All interviews were recorded and transcribed, with data analysis facilitated using the software ATLAS.ti.

In addition to the interviews, a document analysis was conducted by analyzing public company reports and websites but partly also internal materials, such as project reports. The triangulation of data sources (Eisenhardt 1989) strengthened the validation of the subjective views of the interviewees, thus increasing the transparency of the collaborative projects studied.

Interview recordings and associated text documents were evaluated via the qualitative content analysis. This method enabled an interpretive approach to data analysis, while at the same time creating a deeper understanding of the individual aspects (Mayring 1991).

The analysis followed a two-step procedure, based on the recommendation of Eisenhardt (1989).

In a first step, individual co-creation efforts were examined separately. The research was conducted using a categorization system, according to which the individual statements of the interviewees were first assigned codes and then transferred into individual categories. This enabled a detailed understanding of the individual perspectives and discussed facts, as well as an effort-internal identification of underlying patterns.

In a second step, the categories formed for the different efforts were subjected to a closer examination, allowing the connection and identification of patterns between individual co-creation efforts. At the same time, this also revealed differences between the value creation activities of the rail transport company and the other stakeholders. The overarching patterns identified are discussed in the following section.
4. Results

Previous studies in the field of value co-creation have been predominantly concerned with the analysis of dyadic actor relationships, while the existence and proliferation of multiple collaborative relationships in the form of ecosystems associated with digitization have been left out. At the same time, research in the public sector primarily pertains to the involvement of the end customer in the collaboration process, rather than to public sector organizations operating in a stakeholder structure of private sector and government actors.

This study, in contrast, focuses on investigating value co-creation efforts in which different stakeholders operating in a network structure pursue a common value realization. In this setting, the results of this research relate to the barriers and challenges that hinder such collaborations, and to the necessary organizational capabilities that contribute to overcoming them and supporting the co-creation of value.

In the following sections, the results regarding the barriers and capabilities surrounding the public-private sector digitalization co-creation efforts studied are presented. As displayed in Figure 1, barriers are classified as first-order categories and were then aggregated to second-order themes. These themes can be linked with the organizational capabilities identified as necessary to overcome them. In Figure 2, it is emphasized that despite the study’s focus on the PSO perspective, the capabilities and barriers are conceptualized such that they are also influenced by the private-sector partner. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively present the barriers and capabilities surrounding the co-creation, with a focus on the PSO perspective, and related findings to the existing literature.

4.1. Co-Creation Barriers

In line with prior work, the findings of this study indicate the existence of a range of significant barriers that hamper the co-creation of value within public-private sector collaborations. The six barriers identified relate to the organizational, structural, and behavioral characteristics of the partnership stakeholders, as classified by Baptista et al. (2020), who differentiate between the macro aspects of the external environment, organizational specific factors, and the behaviors of the individuals involved in a co-creation.

The relationship between the characteristics of PSOs and the severity of identified barriers, as well as how the additional complexities surrounding digitalization contribute to these barriers are reported. Findings are summarized in Table 3, along with their relative significance.
Uncertainty about legal contracts and
Confrontation of new technologies with
Process rigidities in the public company
Uncertainty due to regulatory guidelines
Confrontation of new technologies with
Uncertainty about legal contracts and requirements for digital co-creation efforts
Lack of internal technical expertise
Misalignment of short and long-term goals
Insufficient process integration
Lack of internal technical expertise
Regulation and governance in the public sector
Incompatible procedures and structures for digital projects

First-order categories (Barriers)

Second-order themes (Barriers)

Aggregate dimensions (Capabilities)

- Lack of acceptance of integrated forms of value cooperation
- Dominant inward-looking culture
- Strong traditions and heritage
- Conflicting goals between PSO and private sector organization
- Ecosystem structure with multiple actors with different objectives involved
- Integration of different technical and methodological value creation approaches
- Heterogeneous organizational structures and varying role profiles
- Lack of clarity about expertise, roles and responsibilities in PSO
- Missing ‘digital’ competencies in project teams
- Uncertainty due to regulatory guidelines and political influences
- Process rigidities in the public company due to legal requirements
- Confrontation of new technologies with existing methods of working
- Uncertainty about legal contracts and requirements for digital co-creation efforts

Lack of cultural understanding

- Individuated empowerment
- Knowledge building and development
- Foundational interaction
- Coordinated integration
- Communication

Figure 1. Data structure.

Figure 2. Overview of identified barriers and capabilities for co-creation.
Table 3. Identified barriers to co-creation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Rose</th>
<th>Kanela</th>
<th>Harry</th>
<th>Eva</th>
<th>Emily</th>
<th>Bill</th>
<th>Frank</th>
<th>George</th>
<th>John</th>
<th>Kevin</th>
<th>Tom</th>
<th>Peter</th>
<th>Justin</th>
<th>Sarah</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of cultural understanding</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misalignment of short and long-term goals</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient process integration</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of internal technical expertise</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation and governance in the public sector</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompatible procedures and structures for digital projects</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

++ Significant barrier; + basic barrier; - no barrier; empty field = no statement.

4.1.1. Lack of Cultural Understanding

The lack of acceptance and understanding of the replacement of a traditional supplier-buyer construct with a more integrated form of value cooperation, both on an individual and organizational level, is viewed as a significant barrier by interviewees: “The more it goes into realization, the more you slip into classic roles where you have to be careful not to lose the spirit of this [ . . . ] cooperation” (Tom, Eta).

A major challenge, therefore, is the transition to joint and integrated value creation, in which the actors view themselves as cooperating partners. In this context, the tradition and heritage of the public service organization hinder the establishment of open organizational culture, a finding supportive of previous literature documenting the inhibiting role of the public-sector organizational culture (Tummers et al. 2015; Voorberg et al. 2014).

In contrast, it should also be noted that a small minority of the sample emphasized the importance of maintaining aspects of a more traditional relationship, in which the PSO maintains control over the service provider: “This steering is an everyday business” (Eva, Beta). “We always have to [ . . . ] influence a bit in which direction [ . . . ] [the endeavor] goes, otherwise we can’t afford it” (George, Delta).

Nonetheless, the overall findings suggest that both the public sector and private-sector organizations struggle with coordinating the shift, largely viewed as necessary, to more integrated forms of value cooperation within their respective organizations, and jointly: “This hurdle must be overcome [ . . . ] jointly because it naturally also means breaking out of this barrier of the customer-supplier construct” (Justin, Theta). Accordingly, the organizations involved are dominated by an inward-looking culture that prevents the initiation of co-creation, and which can only be changed in the long-term: “This is taking much longer than I would ever have expected” (Sarah, Iota).

Consequently, the collaboration stakeholders do not view themselves as a joint team, resulting in negative consequences for collaboration and the outcome of joint value creation cooperation.

4.1.2. Misalignment of Short and Long-Term Goals

The establishment of a mutually beneficial collaboration is challenged by the conflicting goals of ecosystem players involved, and in the context of public-private digitalization co-creation efforts, this barrier is particularly acute. The analysis conducted suggests that strongly divergent goals exist on multiple levels of the co-creation effort, in alignment with literature documenting the difficulty in balancing social, organizational, and individual interests (Alves 2013).

Firstly, public-private co-creation efforts face an additional layer of complexity in the joint definition of goals, as objectives to maximize social or political outcomes must be reconciled with those to maximize profit. A second complexity driver is the ecosystem structure of the digitalization co-creation effort, which necessitates the use of numerous specialist and technical competencies. Consequently, a diverse range of players is involved,
each with individual interests and expectations regarding the co-creation effort. Finally, the long-term nature of digitalization projects enhances the difficulty of determining joint goals: “Of course, in the end, they all have to play together, that is [. . .] always the challenge” (Harry, Beta). Perspectives gathered from private sector interviewees point to a consensus regarding the difficulty in goal alignment: “I think the biggest challenge in terms of content is to find and create a fair benefit that is of the same nature for both partners” (Justin, Theta). This barrier is a catalyst for conflict between partners regarding the goals and approaches toward the co-creation effort, and the perceived inequitable or unfair distribution of value. The conflict, in turn, diminishes the willingness of stakeholders to participate in the collaboration.

4.1.3. Insufficient Process Integration

The insufficient integration of the individual value creation processes of partnership stakeholders is recognized by interviewees as a substantial barrier to value generation. These processes are referred to in co-creation literature as “encounter processes,” which involve the exchange of resources such as money, products, work, information, and time and collaborative practices (Payne et al. 2008).

Most prominently in the context of digitalization, issues arise for the PSO at the integration of the different technical and methodological value creation approaches of the collaboration stakeholders: “To unite the different working models in one strategy is a [. . .] big challenge” (Rose, Alpha).

The heterogeneous organizational structures of the public and private sector partners further complicate process integration in public-private collaborations. The hierarchical structure of the public sector differs markedly from the more agile private sector: “There can be conflicting interests [. . .] or if they are the same, completely different ways of working and also decision-making powers [. . .]. You have to reconcile that as well” (Eva, Beta). The consequence of poor process integration is a lack of knowledge transfer between partners, resulting in a lower amount of value generation, and the dissatisfaction of stakeholders involved.

4.1.4. Lack of Internal Technical Expertise

The lack of technical expertise in the PSOs is another barrier identified that hinders effective co-creation in the context of digital transformation projects which align with existing literature (Dutu and Diaconu 2017; Magno and Cassia 2014). The data indicate that PSOs are well-advised to build certain digital capabilities internally to manage such projects and external partners efficiently but also stay independent in their decision-making: “Sometimes we just have to believe what [the private sector company] tell us [. . .], we don’t have the competences to verify this” (John, Epsilon).

In fact, inadequate internal expertise is revealed to be a very important challenge for PSOs engaging in digital transformation projects. However, these data show that PSOs do not per se lack such capabilities, but they often can be found in IT departments that are not represented in such projects. Consequently, the PSOs studied often try to involve such expertise but then face issues to identify and integrate such experts in the project streams: “In which corner [. . .] the competence [is available] [. . .], that can sometimes be found out better on the market than [with the internal service provider]”. (Eva, Beta)

Furthermore, an important associated factor that compounds a co-creation barrier is the fact that the studied PSOs also lacked project management skills and experience to effectively manage such large-scale digitalization collaborations. Due to this deficiency, value co-creation can also be hampered by the ensuing communication issues and a lack of understanding, which plagues decision-making. Specifically, a lack of clarity arises around the responsibilities and leadership of stakeholders within the collaboration: “Who is in charge for what? Sometimes we don’t know ourselves” (Bill, Gamma). Consequently, PSO teams become reliant on external partners within the collaboration, and the projects are inefficiently coordinated and executed.
4.1.5. Regulation and Governance in the Public Sector

The characteristics of the public-sector organization, including regulatory guidelines, legal requirements, and political influence, serve as barriers to value creation by dictating the processes and speed of the digitalization co-creation effort. These findings are indications of the especially strong role of state and governance traditions in shaping co-creation initiatives (Tummers et al. 2015). Interviewees highlight the relatively large degree of uncertainty that political influence exerts over public sector organizations.

In the context of a co-creation effort, such external decisions and volatility demonstrably impact the collaboration continuity and may alter the defined goals and scopes in a co-creation: “The project is always a bit of a game ball. The reliability of the planning is thus, of course, called into question if effects are permanently coming from outside” (Harry, Beta).

Similarly hampering are process rigidities, such as the time-consuming requirement to tender upon initiation of a partnership, and legal regulations. Regulation concerning the use of digital technologies is particularly troublesome in the context of digitalization, serving to both impede access to external know-how, and prevent rapid adoption of new technology: “As a state-owned company, we have to comply with the EU procurement directives and that means, when we work with external parties, we always have to observe the entire procurement process” (Harry, Beta). Such inefficiencies significantly diminish the value co-creation potential for the public sector in comparison with their private-sector counterparts.

4.1.6. Incompatible Procedures and Structures for Digital Projects

As digitization necessitates an adjustment of working methods and new competence development, collaboration stakeholders are required to adapt their organizational structures and processes to facilitate a digitalization co-creation effort. A central element of this stems from the confrontation of new technologies with existing methods of working, which serves as an example of the incompatibility of public-sector organizational structures and procedures with co-creation efforts documented in the literature (Andrews and Brewer 2012; Voorberg et al. 2014): The system [...], which is 150 years old [...], of course, creates a different mindset than when people work at Google, in terms of digitalization” (John, Epsilon).

The interviews indicate that both public and private service organizations are inadequately equipped to handle requirements of co-creation efforts in digitalization (for example, the design of legal contracts and handling of liability cases suitable for digitalization). PSOs are, however, relatively more severely affected, due to a larger deficit of digitalization knowledge, less innovative approaches, and more lengthy decision-making processes: “You invest in the future even though you don’t know the benefits yet [...]. I think that already led to the fact that it took a very long time to do the project as well” (Kamela, Alpha).

This culmination of factors leads to the assumption of a subordinate role for the PSO in the collaboration. As a result, implementation processes are prolonged, and decisions have formed the basis of inadequate knowledge.

4.2. Co-Creation Capabilities

The second component of the study’s findings relates to the PSOs capabilities that support the co-creation of value in a digitalization collaboration with private-sector actors. Based on the analysis, five distinct capabilities that improve the position of PSOs to engage in co-creation efforts are proposed. These capabilities directly connect to the barriers identified in Section 4.1. Given the focus on PSOs, the derived capability set may be viewed as a specific case within the broader context of literature documenting co-creation capabilities.

As depicted in Figure 2, the capabilities identified can be viewed as confronting the six barriers previously discussed. In the following sections, we, therefore, detail the capabilities in unison with the barriers previously reported, thereby establishing clear insights for public-sector digitalization co-creation efforts.
4.2.1. Individuated Empowerment

The ability of organizations to establish an open culture that is receptive to the requirements of integrated value creation is critical to the promotion of joint value realization. As established in the barriers section, the nature of digitalization co-creation tends to conflict with traditional cultural understandings of partnerships, and public sector regulation and governance procedures tend to be incompatible with value co-creation. Thus, it is clear that public sector organizations must foster an organizational culture that is open to change, a finding which is corroborated by private organization interviewees. In relation to the existing literature, this capability can be likened to the importance of building a shared culture and values within customer-supplier relationships (Johnsen 2005; Ngugi et al. 2010), and more directly, with the service-dominant logic derived capability to enable network partners to shape the nature and content of exchange in a collaboration (Karpen et al. 2012). Individuated empowerment necessitates the ability to be receptive to partnership stakeholders instigating the adjustment of existing methods, processes, and structures governing workflows to better align with co-creation goals.

In addition, individuated empowerment encompasses the ability to break down inhibiting silo mentalities and internal orientations of organizations, as further barriers to value co-creation:

“That also means that we consciously leave the paths we have taken so far [. . .] and [. . .] consciously build up new paths, simpler paths, or completely different cooperation models. I think that’s actually the most difficult task”. (Bill, Gamma)

“The manufacturers also only develop what we demand. If we don’t demand anything, they don’t develop anything [. . .]. That is, we as [PSO] are responsible [. . .] for how the development [. . .] [in] the industry is going”. (Tom, Eta)

4.2.2. Knowledge Building and Development

The ability of partners to reciprocally develop their skills and knowledge base via formal exchange mechanisms is required for the realization of public-private sector value co-creation. The importance of mutually developing the knowledge and competencies of stakeholder partners was documented in the co-creation capability literature (Karpen et al. 2012; Ngugi et al. 2010), and earlier within broader contexts such as new product and process development (Leonard-Barton 1992).

Reciprocal knowledge development most importantly addresses the barrier of a lack of technical expertise, which affects PSOs acutely in digitalization co-creation efforts. Knowledge sharing mechanisms build partners’ knowledge bases and competitiveness individually, thereby countering the barrier of power imbalances in the partnership attributable to knowledge asymmetries: “You have to find models that make it possible for the [. . .] [line function] to put that into [operation] quickly and easily” (Rose, Alpha).

More directly, the resulting larger combined knowledge base can be directly leveraged for value generation within the partnership and internally enhances the integration of employees within the organization. In effect, the development of knowledge exchange mechanisms improves the overall quality and ease of collaboration within the partnership:

“In the past it [was] strongly characterized [. . .] by [the private actors] saying what do you actually want from us [. . .]. But it’s not like that [anymore]: a—we don’t know yet what we want to have and b—that of course [. . .] [also] helps the respective partners on the other side in the development and evaluation of his components or what he delivers in the future. Because he can [then] improve accordingly and thus [. . .] of course also with a view to the future, get competitive advantages”. (Bill, Gamma)

“The whole topic of data, data exchange, who owns any rights around the data or to the result [. . .] is, of course, a new [. . .] and broad field [. . .], first the knowledge [. . .] must be [built up] on both sides. So, it’s not just lawyers on our side, it’s the same with the lawyers on the other side”. (John, Epsilon)
4.2.3. Foundational Interaction

The understanding and coordination of the foundational aspects of the co-creation effort is a capability required to overcome the barriers of goal misalignment and the incompatibility of procedures and structures with value co-creation efforts. Reaching a consensus understanding of the co-creation cooperation, and thereby preventing a lapse into a supplier-buyer-natured relationship, is enabled by the close coordination of value network partners to identify the nature of the partnership: “That both agree that we want to build a partnership relationship there, with all parties working toward a goal” (Eva, Beta).

Foundational interaction further refers to acknowledging and addressing the individual goals and requirements of partner stakeholders, including each party’s expectations and procedures. The importance of this capability is highlighted by both private and public service partners: “That means we talk openly and honestly about [the] pros and cons and write it down transparently [. . .]. In this way, we have created a basis of trust that will hopefully carry me through difficult times” (Sarah, Iota).

Lastly, this capability encompasses coordination regarding the recording of required competencies and identification of suitable partners, who provide the resources and means for a co-creation which aligns with public sector goals: “So [based on] a list of criteria or a structured decision [. . .]. So quite different selection criteria, with whom you then go together.” (Eva, Beta). The ability to select appropriate partners who deliver value to the partnership and enable stable management is necessary for value generation, a capability similarly documented in public-sector-specific co-creation literature (Baptista et al. 2020).

The foundational interaction capability further aligns with existing literature which cites the ability to understand partners’ resource integration processes, needs, processes, and value sought (Karpen et al. 2012; Terho et al. 2012). Such close coordination on the foundations, in turn, fosters a long-term and trusting relationship between partners, and facilitates partner satisfaction regarding benefit realization:

> “Then we fail together, or we just win together. That’s also clear to everyone involved”. (Justin, Theta)

4.2.4. Coordinated Integration

This study suggests that the coordination and integration of the different performance contributions of partnership stakeholders promote the effective management of co-creation efforts. This finding is in line with the theoretical research of Baptista et al. (2020), who document the importance for public-sector organizations to be able to combine different externally developed resources within a co-creation. From the perspective of service-dominant logic, it can be related to the ability to coordinate and integrate service processes (Karpen et al. 2012), and to develop a strong and effective management structure within a co-creation effort (Ngugi et al. 2010).

Coordinated integration constitutes the ability to control and synchronize the procedural course of the cooperation in a target-oriented manner, with consideration of the contributions and procedures of all partners: “That’s how you pack the synergies together [. . .] so that each partner here also works into the project, of course to a different extent, but they are all are equally situated [. . .]” (Emily, Beta). Hence, this capability directly addresses the barrier of process integration in this study. A further component of this capability is to ensure the visibility and appreciation of partners’ individual contributions, which is highlighted by the private sector partners: “Along the way, you have to [. . .] also closely involve the partners [. . .] [and] also establish open discussion rounds [. . .], [in which] everyone [. . .] [contributes] their expertise and then we just develop the use case together.” (Peter, Theta).

“I brought this task package to the partnership [. . .]. I know without this task package it would not have been successful. That is, I see both what I delivered in terms of added value and what I [get out] in terms of added value at the end [. . .] for myself [. . .]. That is the foundation of a long friendship” (Sarah, Iota).

The risk of value drain occurring throughout the collaboration process is, therefore, mitigated by the coordinated integration capability, and the satisfaction of partners...
4.2.5. Communication

The ability of partners to communicate effectively throughout the collaboration is highly important with respect to overcoming multiple barriers to value co-creation. This involves the promotion of an ongoing exchange of information and data, including the establishment of appropriate communication points and being able to pass judgment as to whether content should be shared or withheld from partners, with the understanding of the common goal serving as the decisive factor. The capability thus confronts barriers arising from the incompatible procedural and structural characteristics of partners and assists in mitigating the impact of public sector regulation and governance in its establishment of clear communication paths. As a consequence of improved communication quality, there is a larger platform for stakeholders to align on their individual goals, and a basis for the barrier of knowledge asymmetry to be overcome is founded:

“I think that was also one of the decisive success factors, sitting close to each other. So not being far away but creating [ . . . ] communication points as much as possible”. (Eva, Beta)

“To understand the technicality behind the data [ . . . ], to implement it in the processing of the data and then also to provide quality-assured, technically correct data prepared for use cases or for data scientists [ . . . ], that is often very difficult”. (Kevin, Zeta)

Specifically relevant for digitalization collaborations, this capability also involves the development of appropriate procedures for the communication and use of intellectual property and data. Thus, the communication capability facilitates an ethical collaboration between network partners. This finding relates to Williams and Aitken (2011), who report a positive relationship between value co-creation and value-based conduct, as well as findings by Karpen et al. (2012) regarding ethical interaction capabilities for the implementation of service-dominant logic. Given the strategic importance of data shared between partners, communication procedures that facilitate ethical interaction are very important in digitalization co-creation:

“So, you have to be very careful to make sure that both sides, when they talk about something [ . . . ], [also] mean the same thing and then you have to write it down in a binding way, that’s also very important—bindingness”. (Bill, Gamma)

5. Conclusions

This study contributes to a deeper understanding of the co-creation efforts of PSOs operating within complex public service ecosystems. A theoretical foundation is found firstly in value co-creation, and secondly in the associated focus on the organizational capabilities that enable the overcoming of barriers and challenges and support the joint generation of value with private companies and other stakeholders. The use of semi-structured interviews in a case study approach enabled us to address the intricacies surrounding co-creation in a public domain in the context of digital transformation. In addition, the distinct physical product structure of the public transport and rail infrastructure sector renders this study a complement to the existing service-oriented research in the area of value co-creation.

It must be highlighted that this study addresses numerous existing research gaps. Firstly, this study responds to calls to build up research on the ecosystem perspective in public management (Petrescu 2019) and observations that studies drawing on the notion of the public service ecosystem and PSL are still scarce (Engen et al. 2020). Additionally, PSL is developed by introducing a capability logic and widening the window towards collaborations with the private sector, thus addressing the call for new theoretical input and perspectives in the field. Lastly, this investigation supports the less researched field of
digital transformation in public management literature (Noveck 2015; Kornberger et al. 2017; Lember 2018; Meijer 2012).

In summary, this research makes two key contributions. First, the understanding of barriers and obstacles that complicate the initiation and execution of public-private sector value co-creation efforts involving digital technologies is deepened. The findings have particular relevance for collaborations between PSOs and private sector organizations. Second, key capabilities for co-creation in PSOs are explicated.

Addressing the first research question, findings indicate that multiple challenges must be overcome in value co-creation efforts. It is clear that these challenges result on the one hand from the cooperation with the stakeholders themselves, and on the other hand, from internal structures and working methods, which form an obstacle to the introduction of technologies and for cooperation. A substantial challenge arises from the confrontation of traditional forms of work and collaboration models with new digital technologies.

This incites the need to rethink and form a new understanding of the process within PSOs, to tap further potential and to ensure sustainable competitiveness. Government influence plays a significant role in this challenge, as lengthy processes and legal requirements prevent the flexible initiation and implementation of value-generating collaboration with private-sector players or other stakeholders.

Additionally, these findings show that especially when dealing with digital technologies, the existing processes and competencies of PSOs lead to problems that cannot be fully compensated for by co-creation practices. Hence, this study supports previous research findings that PSOs should build new skills in the context of digital transformation and redesign organizational structures, processes, and roles to be more efficient in implementing digital technologies.

In response to the second research question, key capabilities for value co-creation in PSOs based on this data are derived and linked with the corresponding barriers. The data suggest that the collaborative success of co-creation is based heavily on the anchoring of a team and a digitization culture which, together with pronounced communication and fairness, enables the actors involved to work together successfully. As ecosystem structures have an impact on the required capabilities, a more comprehensive way of managing and integrating the performance flows of all stakeholders and partners involved is also of decisive relevance. In such contexts, the data from this study suggest that organizational capabilities for co-creation must be built up by all partners involved and aligned within the collaboration. The respective characteristics of these capabilities are also dependent upon the context in which the co-creation takes place, and the actors involved. Accordingly, overcoming existing barriers and challenges firstly requires a deep understanding of their nature, for the necessary capabilities to be built up and aligned with the involved partners.

This study’s detailed investigation of PSO-initiated co-creation efforts supports the need defined in the scientific literature for a more detailed validation and complementation of organizational capabilities for co-creation. The novel analysis of a PSOs co-creation collaboration from different perspectives within the PSO and the perspectives of two private organizations creates a more holistic understanding of these capabilities. Findings complement previous research investigating such capabilities from a PSO-citizen perspective and indicate overlaps with studies on organizational capabilities for co-creation and barriers more broadly, as referenced in the Results section. Notably, strong similarities between the capability set identified in this paper and the Ngugi et al. (2010) study on co-creation capabilities for SMEs and the conceptual model of service dominant orientation by Karpen et al. (2012) in the context of the private sector are prevalent. These findings thereby deepen the existing understanding of co-creation capabilities, and, alongside the analysis of the evident barriers and challenges in the context of digitization, form a platform for future research that further substantiates the influence of network and ecosystem structures in the public sector.
6. Research Limitations and Future Research

As with all research, this study has its inevitable limitations which offer promising directions for future research. Further research could extend the sample by focusing on other PSOs in collaboration with private sector actors, while also including the citizen perspective in the analysis.

For several reasons, the study findings cannot necessarily be generalized to broader contexts. The data stems from a relatively small and purposely developed sample. A larger sample would be necessary to delve into the root of cases where interviewees had conflicting views or to verify the research question answers using statistical analysis. A more heterogenous sample of interviewees, in terms of the organizational level or length of employment, would also create a more diverse and holistic perspective on the case studies examined. Additionally, the study subject, a public transport and rail infrastructure provider, might be not a typical PSO. The findings, therefore, are mainly applicable to larger PSOs with professional structures. Furthermore, while the focus of this study was on identifying a broad set of capabilities for co-creation, one should acknowledge that for many PSOs certain capabilities, such as those for communication and interaction with private sector actors, are of greater importance.

As this study focused on the PSO perspective, more research adopting a multi-actor perspective to explore co-creation efforts with PSOs is needed, particularly from that of the private sector or the citizen. Future research might take a confirmatory approach and operationalize the identified barriers and capabilities, to provide further evidence of the phenomena studied. Additionally, while these findings illustrate that the barriers which were identified are consistent with those of previous studies (Åhlström and Nordin 2006; Toots et al. 2017), interdisciplinarity remains to be addressed in detail by academic literature. The identified cultural challenges of this study are to be emphasized and connected with the common consensus finding. It is apparent that these barriers play a significant role in contexts involving a variety of stakeholders, and therefore a deeper understanding of the partners’ respective intentions and goals is required for successful value co-creation.

Moreover, given the specific context of digital transformation, further research could aim to understand how PSOs can overcome technical barriers and build up distinct digital capabilities, as these findings indicate a positive relationship between such capabilities and co-creation outcomes. Furthermore, this research reveals the duality of these barriers, which arise both in the context of the partnership and internally to the participating organization. Therefore, future research clarifying capabilities on the relationship level between the PSO and its partner, and those relating to the PSO and its partner internally would be valuable. The data also indicate that corresponding capabilities for co-creation must not only be built up at the organizational level but also on an individual level. Therefore, further research to investigate the routines and processes underlying the proposed capabilities of this study would be beneficial. Finally, studies aiming to better understand the differences between organizational-level and individual capabilities, such as individual skills and their relation to the outcomes of co-creation efforts in the public sector are encouraged.
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